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The Emergence Of The Christ Energies
2003-06
Beloved ones, in this month of your counting there will come a momentous day. You
will know it as June 22nd, the day of greatest light in the northern hemisphere. In the
southern hemisphere it will be the day of greatest opportunity for light within. On that
day there will be an influx of light from ascended Masters and ones of Christed
consciousness, if you will receive it, adding to the vibratory evolution of the beautiful light
being, this planet, our holy mother, the Earth. It will be a day of emerging Christ
energies in a newly awakened form: a form of quiet peace and joy, a form of inner
stabilization.
Mark this day on your calendars/appointment books as an appointment with your
Self. Upon first awakening, affirm in Remembrance, "This is the day that the Lord [you]
hath made; I will rejoice and be glad in it." Breath deeply of the freedom of the breath,
slowly, consciously. Dedicate the day to the remembrance of Self and rejoice in all that
you do. Gather unto yourself all the beauty you can acknowledge, the treasures of books,
teachers, tapes, recordings which have led you to the place of dedication and
Remembrance. Gather the crystals, the accoutrements of ritual which have served you,
and bless them with your conscious awareness of Oneness. Gather with friends of like
mind, physically if possible, or with your technology and telepathic qualities. It will be a
day of celebration.
Now, a word of caveat: do not allow separated ego to judge the results and
experiences of the day. It is separated ego's job to bring you the silver platter of
possible judgment, but that is all it can do; it is your servant. The gift of the day will not
be measured in quantity or in human judgment, but in quality. Even if you are required to
be in service that day and have little time to yourself, even if you forget (which the
Greater Self of you will not), rejoice in the delicious moment when you do remember.
My blessings I bestow upon you this day and every day. The Self of us is bringing
forth the Christ energies upon this plane.
So be it.
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